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A nanoelectronic implementation of Boolean logic circuits
is described where logic functionality is realized through
charge interactions between metallic dots self-assembled on
the surface of a double-barrier resonant tunneling diode (RTD)
structure. The primitive computational cell in this architecture
consists of a number of dots with nearest neighbor (resistive)
interconnections. Specific logic functionality is provided by
appropriate rectifying connections between cells. We show how
basic logic gates, leading to combinational and sequential
circuits, can be realized in this architecture. Additionally,
architectural issues including directionality, fault tolerance,
and power dissipation are discussed. Estimates based on the
current–voltage characteristics of RTD’s and the capacitance and
resistance values of the interdot connections indicate that static
power dissipation as small as 0.1 nW/gate and switching delay as
small as a few picoseconds can be expected. We also present a
strategy for fabricating/synthesizing such systems using chemical
self-organizing/self-assembly phenomena. The proposed synthesis
procedure utilizes several chemical self-assembly techniques
which have been demonstrated recently, including self-assembly
of uniform arrays of close-packed metallic dots with nanometer
diameters, controlled resistive linking of nearest neighbor dots
with conjugated organic molecules and organic rectifiers.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted in the solid-state community that
conventional strategies for integrating electronic devices on
a chip will not be suitable for nanometer-sized elements
because of the minuscule size of the elements and the
corresponding low power handling capacity, low gain, and
low fanout. Accordingly, a number of proposals have ap-
peared in the literature that envision novel architectures for
nanoelectronic logic circuits. Most of these schemes purport
to exploit discrete (single- or few-electron) charge inter-
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actions between semiconductor or metallic dots [1]–[10].
Unfortunately, they all suffer from one or more drawbacks.
References [3] and [4] propose a paradigm which is plagued
by problems associated with unavoidable and ubiquitous
background charge fluctuations that make the circuits error
prone, [5] requires precise clocking control and lacks suf-
ficient fault tolerance, while [7]–[9] proposes a system that
is difficult to fabricate. References [1] and [2]1 suffer from
all the problems associated with [3]–[9] and additionally
raise a serious concern in that logic signal cannot propagate
unidirectionally from the input to output since the input
is linked to the output by Coulomb interaction which is
bidirectional (reciprocal). Bidirectional flow of signal does
not distinguish between input and output terminals [7]–[15].
There are additional problems in this paradigm such as the
lack of isolation between input and output and the problem
of unbalanced logic gates which tends to generate wrong
answers for certain configurations of gates [16].

In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a novel par-
adigm for nanoelectronic implementation of Boolean logic
that can potentially eliminate the above drawbacks. In this
implementation, each computational cell contains nanoscale
metallic dots formed into regimented, two-dimensional (2-
D) arrays on an active substrate which possesses a non-
linear, nonmonotone current-voltage characteristic. Logic
functionality is achieved through charge exchange between
the metallic dots. In order to demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of making these circuits, we also outline a fabrica-
tion strategy which exploits chemical self-assembly/self-
organization techniques to realize the nanoscale elements
and the interelement connections. It appears that all of
the individual components of the enabling technology have
already been demonstrated and what remains to be achieved
is the combination of these components to synthesize the
circuits described in this paper. While this is certainly a
nontrivial task, it seems that proof of concept demonstra-

1This scheme lacks unidirectionality and does not work (see [7]–[15]
for a discussion of this issue). Recent modifications of this scheme,
whereby each cell is accessed and clocked individually to realize adiabatic
switching, provides unidirectionality but results in exceedingly slow speed.
There is still the lack of isolation between input and output. Furthermore,
it is not clear how “logically irreversible” gates described in this paradigm
can be switched adiabatically.
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Fig. 1. (a) A generic array of metallic islands deposited on a nonohmic layer which has been
grown on a conductive substrate. It is assumed that all islands have direct conductive links to
nearest neighbors. A subset of the islands serve as program nodes which are driven by external
current sources. Another subset of islands serve as input/output ports, and the remaining islands
introduce complexity to the system through nonlinear conductive links to the substrate. The
substrate nonlinearity could arise, for example, from resonant tunneling which causes the substrate
current–voltage characteristic to have anonmonotonicity. (b)–(d) Cross-sectional view showing
island i, whose potentialvi is influenced by the chargesqj in the rest of the network through a
capacitance matrix. The different transport mechanisms lead to a rich variety of computational
capabilities.

tions of nanoscale computational cells using the proposed
architecture will be possible in the relatively near future.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we de-
scribe the paradigm, and present theoretical and simulation
results to demonstrate the functioning of the logic gates.
The rest of the sections are devoted to describing possible
routes to fabrication.

II. A RCHITECTURE: ARRAY OF QUANTUM DOTS ON

A RESONANT TUNNELING DIODE

A. Basic Computing Block: Background and Motivation

The basic computational block for our logic scheme
can be realized by assembling a 2-D periodic array of
nanometer-sized metallic islands with resistive nearest
neighbor interconnections, on a substrate whose current-
voltage characteristic has anonmonotonicnonlinearity. The
simplest choice for the substrate is a resonant tunneling
diode (RTD). This system is shown in Fig. 1(a). All our
circuits utilize this basic structure.

We have already shown that different types of transport
nonlinearities in the interdot connections can lead to a wide

variety of global activities in this system; moreover, it is
possible to impart computational interpretations to these
activities [14], [17]. Additionally, we have shown that
within a classical circuit theoretic model (where electric
charge is considered a continuous variable), nonmonotone
nonlinearities of the substrate conduction can yield global
associative memory effects and lead to image processing
capabilities [10], [14], [17]. We have also shown that
this interpretation remains valid even when granularity of
charge (or single-electron effects) come into play, provided
that the effective capacitance of the islands is not too small.
Finally, we have investigated networks of islands in which
the sole nonlinearity in charge transport arises from single-
electronics (Coulomb blockade), rather than any inherent
nonlinearity in the molecular wires or substrate conduction.
These networks exhibit associative memory effects, as well
as the ability to yield approximate solutions to certain
NP-complete optimization problems such as the traveling
salesman problem [10], [17].

Our past work has shown that the functionality of these
networks is determined by the type and versatility of the
interconnects. Increased functionality can be achieved at
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Fig. 2. (a) A 1-D array of islands, whose dynamics is described by (1). (b) A nonmonotone
substrate nonlinearity of the kind shown here, is the minimal condition for the realization of
collective effects.

the cost of a commensurate increase in the fabrication
complexity involved in realizing the underlying networks.
Hence, a natural question to ask is: what are the minimal
requirements that the lateral interconnects must satisfy
so that the underlying computational unit displays useful
computational properties?

In this paper, we provide an answer to the above ques-
tion, and show that the architecture shown in Fig. 1 can
realize basic logic functions such as AND gates, OR gates,
and multilevel circuits comprising these gates using the
simplest of interconnects. We need just nearest-neighbor
resistive links, and at certain prespecified locations that
demarcate gate boundaries, we need rectifying or diode
links.

B. Bistability

In order to make logic gates and circuits, one first needs to
demonstrate a bistable device, i.e., a device that is capable
of assuming only two possible stable states, one of which
can be interpreted as a binary 0 and the other as a binary
1. We shall show later that a bistable device by itself is
not sufficient for realizing logic circuits (one also needs to
impose “unidirectionality,” a issue that is addressed later
in this paper), but bistability is a necessary ingredient. In
this section, we demonstrate how bistable devices can be
generated using the computational prototype described in
Fig. 1.

1) Networks with Multiple Stable States:First consider a
simple one-dimensional (1-D) version of the network, as
shown in Fig. 2. Here we designate the current between
islands and as , and the current between island
and the grounded substrate as. We can then write from
Kirchoff’s current balance condition that,

(1)

where is the driving current, is the charge, is
the potential, and is the capacitance, with the subscript

indicating the relevant island.
Qualitatively, the multiple solutions to the nonlinear

system of equations which results from (1) under steady-
state conditions (i.e., for all ) will be taken as
a set of memory states (or equilibrium points) which can
be programmed by properly choosing the current biases

, and the transport functions and . The current
biases will be assumed to be either time independent,
or slowly varying on time scales over which the network
relaxes into its memory states. If the network is begun at
time , with a certain initial condition
for all , arranged, for instance, by an initial impulse of
charges at each of the islands, then the network will
evolve toward the closest memory state, as programmed by
the current biases .

In [14], [17], we demonstrated two important properties
of this network: 1) it is globally stable and 2) the non-
monotonic nonlinearity causesmultiple (more than one)
equilibrium points. The number of equilibrium points can
be programmed by appropriate choice of the inter-island
resistances. For binary logic, we need onlytwo equilibrium
points.

We next provide numerical results for multiple equilib-
rium points that can be observed in our networks by making
different choices of ’s and ’s. Our example, based on
two dots, is illustrated in Fig. 3(a), in which the two islands
are coupled with each other through a linear resistor
and a capacitor . In addition, we assume that each island
is individually coupled to the substrate through a capac-
itance , and a nonlinear resistor whose nonmonotonic
current-voltage characteristic is shown in Fig. 3(b). This
characteristic approximates that of a RTD. Since the results
presented here are numerical in nature, we have minimized
the number of parameters by choosing a piecewise linear
function for the characteristic, in which each of the three
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Fig. 3. (a) A network of two islands that are laterally coupled via a linear resistanceR12 and a
capacitanceC. Each island is also coupled vertically to the substrate via a capacitanceC0, and a
nonlinear resistive element. (b) The substrate nonlinearity is modeled as a piecewise linear function.
We can show theoretically that more realistic nonlinearities due to resonant tunneling, for example,
will yield qualitatively the same dynamics as generated by this nonlinearity. The three segments
of the function are denoted byb1, b2, andb3. The other two figures show the phase portrait for
two-island system in the continuous-charge model, in which the voltage axes have been scaled with
respect tov0. The parameters areR12 = 5R, andI0 = v0=2R. (c) With only substrate capacitance
C0 = 1, and (d) with identical mutual and substrate capacitances:C = C0.

segments have slopes of the same magnitude

(2)

The equilibrium points of this two-node system can be
found by setting , and the stability properties of
those equilibrium points can be ascertained by examining
the eigenvalues of the system matrix near the equilibrium
points [18], [19]. Provided that the driving current

, each island potential can in principle be on any

one of the three branches of the nonlinear function
shown in Fig. 3(b). We can, however, show that the system
will be unstable if either island is operated on branch
which has a negative differential resistance. So, it follows
that this system can have at most four different globally
stable points, since each island is restricted to being on
either branch or . Two of these stable points are trivial
ones corresponding to both islands operating on the same
branch: either or . We have determined a necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of all four “memories,”
and the corresponding phase portraits are shown in Fig. 3.
The figure shows that if the interdot resistance () is
large enough, then all the four possible equilibrium points
are stable. In that case, this system can be used as an
associative memory.
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Fig. 4. (a) The phase portrait of the two-island system shown in
Fig. 3, when the inter-island resistance is small, e.g.,R12 � R.
The whole system now behaves as a bistable device with only
two stable states. (b) The phase portrait of the same system
when single-electron effects and Coulomb blockade are taken into
consideration.

2) Networks with Two Stable States:Now, if instead of
an associative memory application with multiple stable
states, one needs a device for binary logic functions,
then we have to demonstrate the existence of only two
stable points. We consider the same two-island example as
described in (2) and Fig. 3. However, instead of choosing
a large interdot resistance (i.e., ), we choose
a small interdot resistance (e.g., ). Our analysis
and simulations (see Fig. 4) show that with small inter-
island resistance, instead of having four stable points, the
two-node system will have exactly two stable states. These
two stable states correspond to the voltages on both islands
being on branch or branch .

In general, one can consider any large network compris-
ing a collection of islands [as depicted in Fig. 2 and
characterized by (1)] and show that the whole network
behaves as a single bistable device when the lateral in-
terconnects have small enough resistances. A proof of this
statement follows easily from the preceding analysis of the
two-island case, and will be skipped here.

3) Limits to Continuous Models—Single-Electron Effects:
We now study the same networks, with the assumption
that single electron effects have become pertinent either
due to the lowering of temperature, or due to the physical
scaling of the metallic islands down to nm. Single-
electron effects will become relevant when the inter-island
resistances exceed k and when the change
in potential , associated with the addition of a
single charge to an island, becomes comparable to ,
the thermal potential. The latter condition can be met even
at room temperature if islands with an effective capacitance
smaller than F are fabricated. In fact, as
described in the experimental section of this paper, we have
already observed room temperature single-electron effects
in the quantum-dot arrays that we have synthesized [20],
[21].

Single electron dynamics are characterized by discrete
tunnel events, and differential equation systems cannot be
used to model the arrays. We have developed a Monte
Carlo simulation technique [22], [23] for the simulation of
a current biased network of islands shown in Fig. 2(a). This
simulator has been described in [17]. The results obtained
from this simulator show the following features [see also

Fig. 4(b)]: For large enough values of the effective substrate
capacitances ( ), the effect of the single electron dynamics
is marginal and thesystem is adequately described by the
continuous charge models. Thus, even arrays of metallic
islands with diameters of few nanometers can exhibit the
same associative memory and bistability properties studied
in the context of continuous dynamics.

C. Networks for Logic Gates and Functions

The preceding discussions clearly show how a collection
of resistively coupled quantum dots with an RTD substrate,
can behave as a single bistable device. For the purposes of
this section, we shall represent the computational structures
described in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a), simply as an array of
dots; it will be assumed that the quantum dots are laterally
connected by sufficiently low-impedance links, and that
there is an RTD substrate underneath the array. The results
presented in this section are based on the outputs of
the simulators that we have developed for solving the
continuous-time (1), as well as, based on the Monte Carlo
simulator designed to study the behavior of the networks
under single-electron dynamics.

Given such an array, an implementation of a logical OR
gate is demonstrated in Fig. 5. We will assume “positive
logic” so that the high voltage state corresponds to logic
level 1 and the low voltage to logic level 0. The diodes
at the boundary provide isolation between the two inputs

and . The whole array is initialized to a 0 state, and
if any of the inputs is a 1 then the array switches its state
from a 0 state to 1. An analogous realization of an AND
gate is shown in Fig. 6.

An example of the realization of a two-level OR/AND
circuit is shown Fig. 7. The figure shows the results of our
numerical simulations and establishes how the individual
gates can be integrated into realizing Boolean circuits. The
first level of the circuit shown in Fig. 7 consists of two 2-
input OR gates. In the first step, the OR gates are allowed to
operate while the AND gate in the second stage is disabled.
Next, the AND gate is enabled by aclockpulse and the two
OR gates drive the AND gate. Multilayered logic circuits
can be also realized by propagating the signals stage by
stage. That is, successive levels or stages of the circuit are
activate sequentially allowing the signal to propagate from
the input to the output of the circuit.

Note that we have not provided a realization of an
inverter (or a NOT gate) in our scheme. That is because,
without loss of generality, we can assume that for every
binary input , its inverted value is also available as
an input. This is the usual assumption made in many
currently available schemes for logic implementations, such
as the programmable logic arrays (PLA’s), where all the
variables and their complements are available as inputs. The
inversion of the inputs can be also done at the boundaries
of our computational block using nanoscale single electron
transistors (SET’s). It can be easily shown from the basic
principles of Boolean logic that if input variables and
their complements are available, then a two-level OR/AND
circuit is universal.
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Fig. 5. A schematic description of the realization of a two-input OR gate using arrays of metallic
dots deposited on a nonohmic layer. The metallic dots are interconnected with each other by resistive
links, and to the inputs byrectifier (or diode) links. The computation starts by initializing the
individual dots to alow state, and if any of the inputs is a logical 1, then all the dots will switch
to a high state (represented by�).

Fig. 6. A schematic description of the realization of a two-input AND gate using arrays of metallic
dots deposited on a nonohmic layer. The metallic dots are interconnected with each other by resistive
links, and to the inputs byrectifier (or diode) links. The computation starts by initializing the
individual dots to ahigh state, and if any of the inputs is a logical 0, then all the dots will
switch to a low state.

D. Basic Architectural Issues

In this section, we highlight several architectural issues
involved in the scheme that we have developed.

1) Unidirectionality and Pipelining:As described in the

introduction, a major drawback of the proposals for logic

implementations based on bistable devices without direc-
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Fig. 7. A schematic description of the realization of a two-level OR/AND circuit using arrays of
metallic clusters deposited on a nonohmic layer.Rectifier(or diode) links delineate gate boundaries.
The computation starts by initializing all the individual dots to alow state. This allows the OR
gates to complete their respective computations. This step is followed by an initialization of the
AND part of the array to ahigh state. The final state of the AND part will be determined by the
already computed states of the OR gates.

tionality [1] lies in their failure to ensure propagation of
the logic signal from the input to the output. That is, if
two bistable devices are connected together in series, then
the one closer to the input terminal should drive the other,
and not the other way around. This will ensure that the
signals propagate from the input to the outputs and the

whole system does not get stuck in metastable states [12],
[13], [15].

As illustrated in Fig. 7, in our scheme, unidirectional
signal propagation from the input to the output is effected
through a clocking mechanism. For example, when the
OR gates in the first layer are operational, the AND gate
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in the succeeding stage is disabled. Once the OR gates
have reached stable states, then a clock pulse is applied to
initialize the AND gate. This scheme avoids the potential
problem of the AND gate acting as an input to the OR gates,
and instead allows the OR gates to drive the AND gate. The
same strategy can be extended to the case of multi-level
circuits. Such a scheme of multiphase clocking (“push-
clock” and “drop-clock”) is also used in conventional
charge-coupled devices (CCD’s) [24].

Moreover, the multiphase clocking scheme will enable
pipelining in our computational blocks. That is, every other
level in a multilevel circuit can operate simultaneously, and
a new set of inputs can be fed to the circuit every other clock
cycle. This allows the implementation of a high throughput
logic block.

2) Fault Tolerance: Any computational architecture at
the nanoscale level should display inherent fault-tolerant
properties [12], [13]. Nanostructure devices will probably
have more variability in their characteristics than their
earlier generation microstructure counterparts. Any scheme
that ignores this fact and relies on every quantum dot being
perfect will almost inevitably be impractical.

In order to ensure fault-tolerance in our scheme, we allow
a cluster of islands to represent a gate rather than a single
or just a few dots. Note that the size of the arrays for each
gate (as shown in Figs. 5 and 6) can be varied depending
on the state of the technology. By providing larger arrays
one can increase fault tolerance. We have done extensive
simulations of the two-level OR/AND circuit shown in
Fig. 7 under different fault conditions. For example, our
simulations show that the operation of the circuit remains
unimpaired even if up to 15% of the dots fail. Similar
behavior holds even if the sizes of the dots are varied up
to 100%.

3) Power Dissipation and Density Issues:Given the high
circuit density of the proposed computational architecture,
it is important to consider the power dissipation of the
cells. While dynamic power simulations are not available
at this time, the static power dissipation can be estimated
from the stable current and voltage states. For the case
with optimally chosen current bias to each node, the static
current level for both stable states of each island will be
approximately the valley current level of the RTD mesas;
the corresponding voltage levels will be approximately the
valley voltage and zero voltage for the high and low voltage
states, respectively. For a cell containing 5 nm diameter
islands, the static power dissipated in the high voltage
state is approximately 0.1 nW per island, while the static
power in the low voltage state is approximately zero. This
calculation assumes a peak current density of 10A/cm ,
a peak to valley current ratio of 10:1 and a valley voltage
of 0.5 V, all consistent with RTD performance reported in
the literature. A computational cell containing 100 islands
would therefore dissipate 10 nW and would occupy about
1 10 cm . To a first approximation, only half of the
computational cells will be biased at a given time and only
half of the nanoscale islands in the active cells will be in the
high voltage state. Therefore, the static power dissipation is

estimated to be 25 W/cmfor a computational circuit with
1 10 cells per cm.

For comparison, projected values for silicon CMOS cir-
cuits in the year 2007 are a dissipation of 600 nW per
computational cell (logic gate) with a cell density of 5
10 cells/cm , corresponding to 30 W/cm[25]. The CMOS
power is primarily dynamic power, so detailed comparisons
to the static predictions of the proposed architecture are
probably not appropriate. However, the power estimations
indicate that the proposed architecture has the potential
for significantly reduced power dissipation per cell and
comparable power densities, along with the potential for
realizing higher functionality per cell and much higher cell
densities.

We can also estimate an upper limit for the dynamic
energy dissipation during a logic signal swing. This energy
is where is the capacitance of an island andis
the power supply voltage. Assuming aF and
V, the energy dissipation (or power-delay product) is 10
J.

The switching delay is
where is the resistance of the interdot resistive link,

is the substrate capacitance associated with the RTD’s,
is the capacitance between nearest neighbor dots, and

is the capacitance of the metallic island. Assuming
that the value of is 1 M , a value consistent with the
interdot resistances of metal dot arrays described in the next
section [21], and all capacitances are on the order of 1 aF,
we obtain a switching delay of 3 ps. Therefore, the dynamic
power dissipated is about 300 nW per island. However, one
should remember that this is an upper limit. Heat-sinking
of 1000 W/cm from a silicon chip was demonstrated more
than 15 years ago [26].

III. N ANOSCALE FABRICATION

There are several key components required to fabricate
computational cells of the proposed architecture, including
definition and interconnection of the cell core, i.e., the
area covered by a uniform array of metallic nodes, the
rectifying interconnects which connect adjacent cell cores
and the bias/clocking circuitry. This section provides a brief
overview of synthesis techniques that could be employed
to realize the required components and interconnections.
The basic cell configuration will be briefly reviewed and
the requirements for fabricating a logic element using this
topology will be discussed.

It should be noted that one of the attractive features of the
proposed architecture is its compatibility with fabrication
techniques of the type described in this section. In this case,
local interconnects between the nanometer scale elements
can be uniform resistive links, i.e., it is not necessary to
provide arbitrary interconnection paths at the level of the
smallest circuit nodes. This feature can be realized with
self-organized or self-assembled networks, which can be
formed with a relatively high throughput and relatively
low cost. The internal connections to each nanometer scale
element in the computational cores consist of a bias current
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line and a load with a nonmonotone, nonlinear current-
voltage relationship. These elements provide a voltage
bistability for each element, as well as the power required
to switch. The specific functionality of the circuit comes
from the intercell interconnections. Since these intercon-
nections can be at larger scales than the nanometer scale
nodes, it should be feasible to use lithographic techniques
for their delineation and this can provide more arbitrary
interconnections.

Since the architecture is intended to be scalable to
nanometer dimensions, the underlying assumption of
this discussion is that the individual metallic nodes will
have dimensions in the range of 5–20 nm and that the
computational cells will have dimensions (lengths and
widths) in the range of 20–200 nm. The minimum feature
sizes are well below those employed in conventional silicon
circuits. While the small areas of computational cells
would result in very large circuit densities (potentially
approaching 1 T gates/cm), realization of circuits at this
scale will require a significant shift in fabrication techniques
from those used in conventional silicon processing.
Conventional lithographic techniques, including capabilities
such as electron beam lithography, might be capable
of patterning at the scale of the (larger) cell regions
but would not be practical for defining the individual
metallic nodes which are much smaller. In contrast,
chemical self-assembly or self-organizing techniques, i.e.,
techniques which exploit chemical affinities rather than
lithographic techniques to arrange clusters or molecules,
have been developed which can provide highly organized
structures with minimum sizes and spacings on the
order of 2–10 nm. While these techniques can provide
uniform arrays of molecules or metallic islands, they
do not appear to be capable of spontaneously forming
specific nonuniform patterns or arbitrary interconnect
configurations. The fabrication techniques best suited
for realizing the structures required for the proposed
computational cells will likely be a combination of
chemical self-assembly techniques, to realize the networks
of nanoscale metallic nodes within a computational cell, and
lithographic techniques to define the cells and interconnect
structures.

An equivalent circuit representing a 1-D slice through
two computational cells is shown in Fig. 8. Each com-
putational cell contains a number of nanoscale metallic
nodes, as illustrated in the figure. Adjacent nodes within
the cell are coupled resistively via intracell resistances
( ), as well as capacitively via . Each nanoscale
node is connected to an active element, labeled “RTD”
in the figure, which provide the required nonmonotone
nonlinearity. The intercell diode connections are configured
to realize specific logic functions. Each cell core is biased
through a clock electrode; two or more clock phases are
required to provide unidirectional propagation of logic
signals. When enabled, the clock lines provide the bias
voltage to the nanoscale nodes within a given cell. The
bias resistance, can be realized through a thin-film
resistive layer.

Fig. 8. Circuit schematic corresponding to a 1-D slice through
adjacent computational cells. Indicated elements include nodes
representing nanoscale metallic islands, bias resistors, bias/clock
electrodes, elements with nonlinear nonmonotone current-voltage
(provided by semiconductor mesas and labeled as RTD), and
intercell rectifying links.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Cross-sectional view of major steps in fabrication se-
quence for computational cells. (a) Lithographic patterning of
regions in which computational cell cores will be deposited. (b)
Self-organized deposition of arrays of nanometer scale metal-
lic islands in patterned core regions. Internode resistive linking
and patterning of semiconductor mesas, realized by chemical
self-assembly and etching using metallic islands as “natural”
masks, respectively, are also shown. (c) Deposition of thin film
resistor layer for bias resistance and bias/clock electrodes for each
cell, in regions defined by lithographic patterning.

A general synthesis approach can be formulated, based
on self-organization and lithography techniques described
later. The major steps in the synthesis procedure are il-
lustrated in Fig. 9. The active substrate for this structure
is a semiconductor heterostructure which contains layers
designed to provide the required nonmonotone nonlinear-
ity. For example, a double barrier RTD structure grown
using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metal-organic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) could provide an
appropriate current-voltage relationship. The synthesis pro-
cedure begins with the lithographic definition (at a scale
of approximately ten times the nanoscale node dimen-
sion) of regions which will contain the computational
cell core regions, i.e., the regions in which arrays of
nanometer diameter metallic islands are deposited. The
arrays of metallic islands, along with the internode linking
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Fig. 10. Two typical patterns produced by electropolishing a thin film of aluminum. The first can
be used to produce narrow metallic wire arrays and the last can be used to produce a hexagonal
close-packed array of metallic islands. These figures are raw atomic force micrographs. Depth
profile along arbitrarily selected directions on the surface are shown with well resolved peaks in the
corresponding Fourier spectra indicative of the high degree of periodicity and ordering.

resistors, are deposited in these patterned regions using,
for example, self-organizing techniques. The active sub-
strate must be patterned to provide individual mesas for
each of the metallic islands. In order to provide self-
alignment of the semiconductor mesas with the nanoscale
metallic islands, it is desirable to use the metallic island
arrays as “natural” masks for etching of the mesas [27],
[28]. Next, it is necessary to define the intercell cou-
pling elements, namely the diodes. Finally, a thin film
resistive layer, to provide effective bias resistors for each
nanoscale metallic island, and bias/clock electrodes must
be deposited over each computational cell. The deposition
of electrodes for the polyphase clock requires another
lithographic step, with registration to the cell definition
lithography. Details of these procedures are described be-
low.

A. Nanoscale Elements in Cell Core

The primary features of the computational cell core are
1) a uniform array of nanometer scale metallic islands
with controlled resistive coupling between islands, 2) low-
resistance coupling of the metallic islands to semiconductor
mesas with appropriate nonmonotone nonlinearity, and 3)
a thin film resistive layer to provide bias connections to
the metallic islands. Fabrication of the metallic nodes and

active substrate connections within a cell have been de-
scribed previously [14]. There are several techniques based
on chemical self-assembly which can provide uniform 2-D
arrays of metal islands suitable for cell core applications.
Highly ordered, self-organized arrays of quantum dots and
wires have been demonstrated using electropolishing of an
aluminum film in an acidic solution of perchloric acid,
butyl cellusolve, and ethanol [10], [27], [29], [30]. Fig. 10
shows examples of arrays of wires or dots formed by
the electropolishing technique. The feature sizes of these
patterns can be controlled over the range of approximately
20–100 nm by varying the temperature and composition of
the electrolyte and possibly the voltage of electropolishing.
The required nanoscale islands can be realized either by di-
rectly employing the patterned aluminum film or by pattern
transfer to another material [14]. Resistive links between
the islands can be provided by depositing a material such
as low-temperature MBE grown GaAs on the surface to
contact the islands.

Another independent approach that has been demon-
strated involves fabricating large area, 2-D close packed
arrays of 4 nm diameter gold clusters with controlled
intercluster resistances [20]. In this technique, the arrays
are formed from colloidal suspensions of neutral, encap-
sulated gold clusters. The intercluster resistance can be
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controlled by exposing the array to conjugated organic
molecules with end groups which bind to gold [31], [32].
An example of such a molecule is biphenyl-dithiol. The
conjugated molecules bridge the gaps between clusters
and result in a strong mechanical link between clusters
and a controlled intercluster resistance [20], [21]. The
measured in-plane conductance of linked cluster arrays
formed using this procedure exhibit significant single elec-
tron charging effects at room temperature, consistent with
the predicted capacitances for 4 nm diameter clusters and
the predicted resistances for the conjugated organic link-
ing molecules [20], [33]. The resistances of the organic
molecules deposited between gold surfaces inferred from
the array experiments and from scanning tunneling mi-
croscope experiments on individual clusters are in the
range of 10–40 M per molecule [20], [34]. Theoretical
predications indicate that the resistance per molecule can
be varied significantly by employing different conjugated
organic molecules [33]; experimental evidence supports
this prediction. While experiments to date have employed
gold clusters, nanometer scale clusters of other metals
have been synthesized using similar techniques and it
is expected that 2-D arrays could be formed with other
materials. In addition, alternate synthesis techniques yield
clusters of semiconductor materials such as CdS and CdSe
[35].

In order to provide effective coupling to the active
substrate mesas, low resistance ohmic contact is required
between the nanoscale metallic islands and the semicon-
ductor mesas. The interface between the metallic nodes
and the semiconductor surface layer must provide a stable,
low-resistance contact without the need for alloying or
other high temperature processing, since the self-assembly
techniques used to form the metallic island arrays tend to
be room temperature processes and nonreactive with the
surface. In addition, post-deposition annealing of nanometer
diameter islands could result in unacceptable size vari-
ation and shape distortion. A nonalloyed ohmic contact
structure utilizing low-temperature grown GaAs has been
demonstrated which should provide a suitable coupling
layer for the node to active substrate interface [36]. This
structure provides low-resistance ohmic contacts without
annealing and also provides a surface which can remain
free of significant oxidation even after hours of air ex-
posure [36], [37]. In addition, this structure results in a
controlled effective surface potential, without a significant
surface depletion layer, as evidenced by the observation
of a midgap band of states in a scanning tunneling spec-
troscopy experiment performed following air exposure [38].
Layers as thin as 2 nm are effective in providing this
surface passivation effect and also allow thin-type layers
with very high activated donor densities to be realized
immediately below this surface layer [36]. A relatively
shallow etch can be used to selectively remove this low-
temperature grown GaAs passivation layer, resulting in the
depletion of the exposed surface and therefore providing
effective patterning. The resulting surface is nearly planar,
in contrast to high aspect ratio pillars often reported for

small area device mesas. This near planarity is essential
for subsequent fabrication steps, which may include self-
assembly deposition of conjugated organic molecules for
inter-island linking and the deposition of the thin-film
resistive bias layers.

In the proposed cell cores, each nanometer scale metallic
island needs to be connected to an individual semicon-
ductor mesa. The requirements for registration between
the islands and the mesas dictate a self-aligned technique.
One possibility would be to use the self-organized metallic
islands themselves as the masking elements, in a “natural”
patterning technique comparable to that recently reported
for 20–50 nm islands of gold evaporated onto a semicon-
ductor substrate [28]. Other possibilities include using a
masking layer, formed using a lithographic technique or
a self-organized array, to define the semiconductor mesas
and then to nucleate a metallic island on each mesa. Mesa
isolation is achieved either by reactive ion etching, or by
using the metal islands as a mask and photo-oxidizing the
exposed areas in ultraviolet (UV) light.

B. Cell and Interconnect Patterning

While self-assembly techniques can realize highly uni-
form arrays of metallic islands over relatively large area,
the delineation of cell cores, intercell connections and
bias/clock lines will require patterning techniques with
minimum feature sizes approximately equal to the cell core
dimension. For a computational cell in which the nanoscale
metallic islands are 10 nm in diameter, the required min-
imum feature size would be 20–100 nm. High resolution
lithography techniques such as electron beam or X-ray
lithography can realize features in this range, but these
techniques can induce surface damage and generally require
photoresist materials that may be incompatible with the self-
organizing techniques which may be used for definition
of the nanoscale elements. There are, however, several
demonstrations of patterning techniques which can provide
the required feature sizes and which are compatible with the
definition of self-assembled nanoscale arrays in patterned
regions. Self-assembled monolayers (SAM’s) of organic
molecules, the most famous example of which is alkanethiol
on gold [39], [40] could potentially be used to define
areas for deposition or etching. SAM’s on various surfaces,
including semiconductors such as Si and GaAs, have been
used to passivate the surface or to provide controlled
surface characteristics such as hydrophobic/hydrophilic re-
gions [41]. SAM’s have also been employed as electron
beam or scanning tunneling microscope resists [42]. In
addition, deposition of SAM’s using elastomer stamp pads
or patterning of photoresist materials using nanoimprint
lithography techniques can potentially provide low cost,
high throughput patterning, provided that issues such as
registration are addressed [41], [43]. The characteristics
achievable with various SAM’s, including small thickness
(typically 1–2 nm), uniformity and chemical affinities,
makes them well suited for applications involving nanoscale
islands. Deposition of gold nanoclusters on organic layers
patterned by electron beam lithography has been reported,
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indicating that deposition within patterned regions is fea-
sible [44]. In contrast, conventional photoresist materials
may prove unsuitable as patterning templates for nanoscale
arrays due to the residual surface contamination left after
development and the relatively large thickness of the resists,
in comparison with the dimensions of the nanoscale metallic
islands.

While the fabrication of the proposed computational cells
will require several significant development efforts, proof of
concept experiments exist for most of the major steps out-
lined above. One area of difficulty is the need for intercell
rectifying elements with relatively low turn-on voltages.
There has been a great deal of interest in molecular rec-
tifiers since the paradigm of a donor-system, bonded
tunneling bridge and an acceptor-system was proposed
[45]. Theoretically speaking, rectification should occur in
nearly any molecule with sufficient asymmetry in the one-
electron energy levels [46]. Molecular rectification has
been demonstrated unambiguously in Langmuir–Blodgett
films [47] although, to our knowledge, there has been no
report of rectification by a single molecule as opposed
to Langmuir–Blodgett films. Reports of rectifying charac-
teristics for molecules using a TTF/TCNQ donor/acceptor
configuration deposited between metal plates [48] indicate
that rectification is possible in elements which are com-
patible with the dimensions and chemical characteristics of
the proposed synthesis techniques. However, the reported
current densities (A/cm ) have been well below the levels
required for operation in this application [48]. Assuming
that a suitable molecular rectifier is available, it will be
a different molecule than the one needed to provide the
resistive links between the metallic islands within a cell
core. Two levels of molecular self-assembly in patterned
regions will therefore be required for the two interconnect
functions, namely intracell resistive connections and in-
tercell rectifying connections Other alternatives, including
rectifiers incorporated in the semiconductor active layers,
can also be explored.

C. Alternate Molecular Diodes

The molecular diodes described in the previous section
are incapable of handling sufficiently large current densities.
To overcome this drawback, we can explore two alternate
routes for synthesizing diodes to link selected quantum
dots. These techniques result in vertical diodes between a
molecule and an underlying semiconductor substrate. Con-
sequently, they are not immediately suitable for synthesiz-
ing lateral rectifying connections between metallic islands.
However, these diodes can carry significantly higher current
densities, well in excess of 10A/cm [49] and are therefore
attractive. Needless to say, significant further research needs
to be done in this area before these vertical diodes can be
modified to provide lateral connections. We describe these
diodes below.

1) Scanning Tunneling Tip Induced Molecular Decompo-
sition: The combination of a CVD source molecule and
a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) provides a way
to “direct write” nanometer-sized diodes on a suitable

substrate. In this process, the energy-tunable electron flux
from the highly positionable STM-tip is used to decom-
pose the appropriate regions of a deposited layer of CVD
source molecules on the substrate. In these regions, a
heterojunction diode is formed between the decomposition
product and the underlying substrate. This is followed
by annealing to remove any unwanted species or un-
decomposed molecules through thermal desorption [50].
The final product is a designed array of local regions
with altered composition forming heterojunction diodes.
Organometallics and main group carboranes are potential
candidates for CVD source compounds to be used in this
approach [51]–[55]. For this process to be truly a selective
area process, the source compound must adsorb molecularly
rather than dissociatively [50]. Carpinelliet al. [50] have
shown that such a molecular precursor state exists over
a limited coverage range at room temperature for the
icosahedral cage moleculecloso-1, 2-dicarbadodecaborane
(C B H ) on Si. They studied the surface reaction of
Si(111)-(7 7) reconstruction with the above molecular
species using an STM. The current-voltage characteristic
of the B C/Si(111) interface (measured with STM) showed
anisotropic rectifying behavior indicating that this is truly a
process for “direct-writing” nanometer-sized heterojunction
diodes.

The above technique is a “direct-write” process and hence
serial in nature. Each wafer has to be patterned one at a
time resulting in slow throughput. A faster technique is to
make the process compatible with masking and exposure.
This is realized as follows. Decomposition ofcloso-1, 2-
dicarbadodecaborane can be achieved by exposing the mol-
ecule to either UV or X-ray radiation. UV decomposition
of organometallics or cluster source molecules offers better
selective chemistry than X-ray, partly because decompo-
sition by X-ray is due to secondary electrons [56], [57].
However, X-ray is superior in that smaller feature sizes can
be delineated since the wavelength is shorter. There have
been definite indications that a BC/Si(111) heterojunction
diode can be fabricated by synchrotron (X-ray) induced
decomposition ofcloso-1, 2-dicarbadodecaborane on Si
[58]. This can lend to a projection lithography technique
for synthesising BC/Si(111) heterojunction diodes. Since
this process involves exposure of the chemisorbed species
to the X-ray source through a mask, it will result in a high
throughput.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have described a novel architecture for realizing
nanoelectronic logic gates and circuits based on arrays of
metallic dots assembled on a double-barrier RTD substrate.
Resistive connections link nearest neighbor dots within a
logic cell and rectifying connections link the cells. The
use of minimal complexity in the nanoscale interconnection
elements should reduce the processing demands for this
architecture. We have presented a theoretical analysis of
this architecture, and provided results of simulations to
exemplify logic operations. We have shown that the cells
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can exhibit bistable voltage states in both the continu-
ous charge and discrete charge (single electron) regimes.
Topologies for realizing OR and AND gates as well as
somewhat more complex Boolean circuits have been de-
scribed. With appropriate cell configurations and clocking
sequences, unidirectional propagation, fault tolerance, and
manageable power dissipation levels can be achieved in
the logic circuits. These systems, if realized, could result
in extremely dense circuits with high operating speeds
and sufficiently low power dissipation for ultra large scale
integration.

A fabrication procedure for cells and interconnections
of the architecture has been described. The fabrication
incorporates self-organization and “natural” patterning tech-
niques to realize the nanometer scale elements, internode
resistance, and self-aligned semiconductor mesas required
in the cell cores. Cell areas, bias/clock electrodes and
interconnect areas are defined using conventional nanolitho-
graphic techniques which are compatible with the chemical
self-assembly based techniques used for the nanometer
scale elements. Although proof of concept experiments
exist for the major technologies involved in the fabrication
procedure, integration of the overall fabrication sequence,
and control of various element values undoubtedly present
significant challenges. Nonetheless, these challenges may
be overcome with time. Moreover, it is anticipated that
this technology could be readily adapted to fabrication of
other computational circuits with nanometer scale elements.
Thus, we conclude that these architectures and alternate
fabrication methodologies for synthesizing them deserve
serious attention.
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